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Abstract

Methodology

In this study, we provide a descriptive analysis of analytical program recruitment and
awareness in China. We also aim to build a predictive model that can accurately predict
whom would matriculate if provided an admission offer. The motivation of this study is that
with increasing demand of analytics talents in companies, the demand for master
programs in Business Analytics and Data Science has increased rapidly in recent years.
More and more universities are opening analytics programs or offering concentrations on
analytics. Understanding where students obtain information and how they view programs
is important for attraction and recruitment. From the planning perspective, being able to
estimate the matriculation rate could provide valuable decision-support for program
preparation. In this project, we first investigate the awareness and marketing about
Purdue’s M.S. in Business Analytics and Information Management (BAIM) and peer
programs on ChaseDream.com. Then we analyze the application and matriculation
rates of Purdue MS BAIM over the past two years to develop a predictive model of whom
is most likely to attend if provided an offer.

Understand Program Awareness in China
ChaseDream.com is a Chinese online forum where students discuss various schools and
degree programs. In our study we focus on analytics programs and try to identify what info
is being conveyed about Purdue MS BAIM and peer institutions, such as those from the
Big Ten, and other often highly ranked programs. After manually collecting this data, it was
cleaned, pre-processed, and word clouds were developed.

The word cloud on the right shows
all the comments for all schools.
Students tend to discuss the
program’s experience, application
process, required pre-experience,
and employment opportunities
obtained by previous graduates.
Projects with companies was
also a popular topic.

PURDUE
The word cloud on the left is for all discussions
related to Purdue MS BAIM. We found that
they only talk about the interview process, and
share previous questions provided by the
interviewer.

Introduction
With increasing demand of analytics talents in companies, the demand for master
programs in Business Analytics and Data Science has increased rapidly in recent years.
Understanding where students obtain information and how they view programs is
important for attraction and recruitment. Being able to estimate the matriculation rate
could provide valuable decision-support for program preparation.
Research Questions:
➢ What is the awareness
marketing about Purdue’s
in Business Analytics
Information Management
BAIM) program in China?
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Predicting Attendance / Estimating Admissions Melt
Proprietary data was collected from the 2016-17 and 2017-18 MS BAIM classes.

Below details out predictive model workflow. We tried several different predictive models.

➢ Can we predict which students
will matriculate in MS BAIM if
provided an admissions offer to
provide
better
admissions
decision-support?

We found that Tree model had the most
convincing
results
of
predicting
characteristics of confirmed students.
The figure below is the Tree model to
show the important factors that affect
student’s to matriculate.

Source: https://analytics.ncsu.edu

Results
Literature Review
Many university administrators agree that admissions melt is a serious issue that must be
combatted with a multitude of techniques and methods. Can a predictive model be
developed to ascertain whether a student will matriculate to a university? Though there is
adequate research on the topic, there is a gap and question as to which model or models
will obtain
the most
accurate
estimations
and results
in relation to
student melt
and
enrollment.

We read through every discussion and tagged it based on four distinct categories and if it
was positive or negative. We found that no discussions (good or bad) about these topics
were discussed for Purdue MS BAIM. Rather the focus was completely on the interview
process. Some
schools have been
providing program
info that might have
helped increase the
number of
Figure 2. Study Design
applicants, such as
SMU discussing
their career services
and placement
statistics. This could
be a missed
opportunity for MS
BAIM.

Conclusions
Chinese students tend to be talking about Purdue MS BAIM only in regards to the
interview. Some schools are having representatives post information on
ChaseDream.com to provide more information about their programs, and get a positive
dialogue going. Most Chinese students do not know about the great projects that MS
BAIM provides, so Purdue might consider marketing that in this highly competitive
environment. Predicting admissions melt is challenging. While the best model we
obtained was not highly accurate, the model provides some insights that might help
estimate whom is more likely to attend versus not attend if provided an offer. This could
help with better planning for the upcoming year.
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